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Greeting digesters!
Good afternoon from the Library deck. The scene may sound familiar. Indian Summer is in full
effect. Iguana John is watering the lawn and wearing cool sunglasses that make him look like
Robert Mitchum in "The Big Sleep." A visitor from Miami became besotted by Jack Kerouac (the
cat).

And yet...our mind is elsewhere—in a good way!

2021 is the 40th anniversary of when Emil White overcame virulent opposition from Jerry Falwell
(1) to officially establish the Henry Miller Memorial Library. To celebrate this momentous
anniversary (2), Father John Misty is playing two (sold out--bummer!) shows on Oct. 10 and 11.

To celebrate the celebration, we've included, at the top of the digest, the now-iconic 2013 video
of Hippie Sven taking Father John under his THC-infused wing.  The video is a stone-cold
classic. If we knew how to make it go viral, it'd already be viral by now!

So by all means, check it out. It may take a while to decompress afterward. Once you do, read
the rest of the digest!!  Wheeeeeee....

Rosalia Moon Webster

BIG SUR PUBLICATION NEWS! 

Rosalia Moon Webster's:

                       Tales from the Moon
Read of nature, reverence, friendship, and strong women. Relate to these experiences of
comfort, confidence, and respect. Fairytales from a lifetime in majestic Big Sur.
Fables that become the live shows of BiG SuRCuS!

We spoke this afternoon with Rosalia about her new book. Listen here.

Henry Miller on the Greek island of Hydra. Credit: Monozigote/Wikimedia Commons

When the "Colossus" came to Big Sur!
(courtesy the Greek Reporter)

In 1954, the “Colossus” Giorgos Katsimbalis traveled to the United States and stayed at Miller's
on Partington Ridge in Big Sur.

Katsimbalis loved Big Sur writing:
 “I stayed at his place for two days. It’s a dream place. I will be forever grateful to him for allowing me
to see one of the best corners of the world.”

Henry's last words in the Colossus of Maroussi are: 
“Greece herself may become embroiled as we ourselves are now becoming embroiled, but I refuse
categorically to become anything less than the citizen of the world which I silently declared myself to
be when I stood in Agamemnon’s tomb. From that day forth my life was dedicated to the recovery of the
divinity of man. Peace to all men, I say, and life more abundant!”

Henry Miller and Giorgos Katsimbalis The Colossus, 1st edition, 1941

Henry on Big Sur!
Earlier this month, the ever-reliable Big Sur Kate
posted scanned photos of Henry's preface to Lillian
Bos Ross' "The Stranger," extolling the wonders of
Big Sur.

The essay begins as follows:

It’s just about four years ago that I came to Big Sir,
on a day in February and in the midst of a violent
storm. Towards dusk that same day, after a
rejuvenating bath outdoors in the hot sulphur
springs, I had dinner with the Rosses in the quaint
old cottage they then occupied at Livermore Ledge.

It was the beginning of something more than a
friendship; perhaps it were more just to call it an

initiation in a new way of life.

Read the whole thing by clicking here, here, and here!

Is this the greatest opening paragraph of all time?

Henry opens "Tropic of Cancer" by writing, "I am living at the Villa Borghese. There is not a
crumb of dirt anywhere, nor a chair misplaced. We are all alone here and we are dead."

Pretty good opening, eh? But it's not the best opening to a book ever, at least not to uhh—
checks the other open tab in Chrome—Emily Temple writing in Literary Hub. 

That award goes to Shirley Jackson, from her book "We Have Always Lived in the Castle." Click
here and read it for yourself.  

When you'll do, you'll stumble upon an amazing thing! (3) (4)

Leonard Cohen's favorite books
When nouns like "Leonard Cohen" and "favorite
books" are combined in a sentence, we put stop
hacky sacking pay attention.

Check out Far Out's list of "the Grocer of Despair's"
most beloved titles here.

Some of the books probably won't surprise you (e.g.
"Siddhartha" by Hermann Hesse).

But some will! (e.g. "Tales Of A RATT," the
autobiography of founding RATT drummer Bobby
Blotzer. In "Tales of a RATT," Blotzer documents his
personal journey of becoming an 80s rock legend
while taking the reader through a conversational blow-by-blow of what it was like to manage
fame, fortune, and the realities of an era's end and rebirth. Packed with personal friends who
make up nearly all the famous bands of the 80s, this book is the backstage story that all fans of
80s rock have always longed to hear, but have never heard.[5] [6])

A mélange of recent pics...

(Click each photo for the respective Insta-photographer, and yes, that's Ramblin' Jack in the upper-

right!)

"Sexy Sadie" and the "geography of melancholy"

Why, just yesterday, an unnamed Library staffer went down a "Sexy Sadie" rabbit hole, reveling
in George's astonishing guitar playing—starting at 6:30—on YouTube and reading essays about
John's veiled slap-down of the Maharishi Mahesh Yogi.

"The music somehow manages both dreaminess and melancholy," wrote American Songwriter's
Jim Beviglia, "which makes it just the right fit for Lennon’s lyrics."

We call your attention to the word "melancholy." (7)

"In Robert Burton’s mammoth 1621 'The Anatomy of Melancholy,' a meandering discourse on
soul-sickness,' writes the American Reader's Tara Isabella Burton (not related), "Burton treats
melancholy as a universal phenomenon, endemic to the human condition: 'Kingdoms and
provinces are melancholy, cities and families, all creatures, vegetable, sensible, and rational—
that all sorts, sects, ages, conditions, are out of tune… For indeed who is not a fool,
melancholy, mad?'

John, we suspect, would agree!

So, having made that (admittedly tenuous!) link, check out Burton's essay on how writers have
historically evoked melancholy in cities. 

Phew!

"Bye-bye, bye-bye, bye-bye"
To quote Mickey Dolenz beginning at 3:08 in "Star Collector"—"bye-bye...bye-bye...bye-bye.." 

Actually, since we have you...

We've been doing this "goodbye song" schtick to close out the digest for, what, three years
now? And we gotta tell you we're either run out of ideas for "goodbye" songs, or we may even be
repeating ourselves. We realize we could Google "goodbye" songs, but that's cheating! (8)

And so we need your help. What "goodbye" song should we add to our archives and whip
out for future digests?

Email your suggestions to hmlib@henrymiller.org. Thanks!

Love,
Magnus, Mike, Iguana John, Jack Kerouac

(1) Not true.  And yet, in a sense, it is true. The protagonist of Philip Pullman's "The Good Man Jesus
and the Scoundrel Christ" expounds on this idea on pg. 98-99:

"If the way to the Kingdom of God is to be opened, we who know must be prepared to make history the
handmaid of posterity and its governor. What should have been is a better servant of the Kingdom than
what was."

(2) If it was a wedding anniversary, the requisite gemstone would be cobalt, we think.

(3) The last line in the best opening line ever, by Shirley Jackson, according to Emily Temple, is
"Everyone else in my family is dead." SOUND FAMILIAR???

(4) An unnamed Library staffer believes the greatest opening of a novel comes from Anthony Burgess'
"Earthly Powers": “It was the afternoon of my eighty-first birthday and I was in bed with my catamite
when Ali announced that the archbishop had come to see me,”

(5) JK, not the list!

(6) That said, Amazon reviewer Jeffrey gave it 4 out of 5 stars, writing: "A good read for fans of the
1980s Sunset Strip music. Blotzer comes across a more level headed band member from that era. You
will not get a lot of the "road details" that other musicians have offered in their bios. Still a good book."

(7) The Brits sure know their melancholy!

(8) And there is bountiful low-hanging fruit that we'd rather not pick.
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